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At Bingo King/Trade Products, we pride ourselves 
on offering the most up-to-date and fully integrated 
gaming product lines in the entire marketplace.

With over 60 years of manufacturing and distribution 
experience in the charitable gaming industry, our 
knowledge and expertise allows us to bring you the 
best in bingo paper, ink, pull tabs & bingo equipment. 

For all of the latest information and newest gaming 
products, please visit us online at bingoking.com. 
Our website is updated daily with current designs, 
innovative gaming solutions and a constant supply 
of information about all of our new products.

This 2015-2016 gaming catalog incorporates product 
knowledge, sales tips and fun ways to play. Combine 
all of that with our website and you’ll have all the 
product information you need right at your fingertips.

2807 Lincoln Way
Lynnwood, WA 98087

800.527.3891
sales@bingoking.com

http://www.bingoking.com
http://www.bingoking.com
mailto:sales@bingoking.com
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WEBSITE INFORMATION

STAY UP-TO-DATE ON THE NEWEST PRODUCTS, 
SERVICES, PROMOTIONS AND INDUSTRY NEWS

VISIT US ONLINE AT BINGOKING.COM

QUICK & EASY ACCESS TO ALL THE INFORMATION YOU NEED

ONLINE
CATALOGS

View, download & print our 
newest product catalogs.

Search tickets by name, 
theme, category & more.

Be the first to know about the 
latest products from BK  /   TPI.

TICKET
SEARCH

NEW
PRODUCTS Ink and ticket flyers are 

available as a PDF download.

EASILY DOWNLOAD & PRINT SPECIFIC INK & TICKET FLYERS

QUICK MENU ACCESS TO BK/TPI PRODUCT INFORMATION

Bingo Consoles Bingo Balls Flashboards Ticket Dispensers

Diamond
Gemstone
Sapphire

Samson
Tru-Max

Numbers Only
Game Indicator
Dollar Value

King's Crown
 › 4 Column
 › 8 Column

The dropdown menu located on every page allows you to quickly navigate throughout the site.

Refined search and browsing capabilities are constantly being added to our website. 
Search pull tabs by game type, form number, game name, theme or similar payout.

SEARCH AND BROWSE THROUGH THOUSANDS OF TICKETS

http://www.bingoking.com


We know that different bingo halls have 

different needs when it comes to bingo 

paper, and that's why Bingo King offers 

a variety of series and configurations in 

either standard or custom collations. 

And with a rainbow of colors to choose 

from, hall operators have plenty of 

options to fit the needs of their players 

and make their game a success.
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COMMONLY USED TERMS
AUDIT NUMBER
A consecutive number printed on each 
sheet of bingo paper that is used to 
quickly track sales and inventory. 
 
BARCODE
Contains information about each bingo 
booklet including serial number, audit 
number, paper type, series, pages per 
book, and page number. 
 
BOOKLET / PACK (ONLY AVAILABLE IN C MAX)

A group of specific numbered bingo 
sheets of different colors that are collated 
together all containing the same number 
of faces to be played for each game at 
a bingo session. They are collated in the 
order in which they will be played. 
 
COLLATION
A tablet or pad of bingo sheets arranged 
in a specific color sequence. Available in 
either a standard or customized rotation. 
 
COLOR
The color used on the bingo face that 
identifies which game is being played. 
Color can refer to a border, screen or a 
pattern sheet. 
 
CUT
Indicates the overall appearance of the 
sheet of faces. A cut may be square, 
horizontal or vertical.
 

FACE / CARD
An individual bingo card containing 24 
numbers plus the free space number. 
 
FREE SPACE NUMBER
A number located in the free space square 
that identifies the unique bingo face and 
enables a winning face to be verified using 
electronic or manual check book verification. 
 
GAME PATTERN
A combination of squares which must be 
completed in order to win a bingo game. 
 
LOOSE PAPER
Bingo paper that is sold individually that 
is not collated into books or pads. Also 
referred to as Case Paper or Straight Goods. 
 
ON
The number of bingo faces per sheet.
For example, a 3 ON has 3 faces per sheet. 
 
PADDED
Bingo paper that is glued together into 
booklets in order to provide more control 
than loose paper. Sold as a full series in 
one color, and usually in pads of 25. 
 
SERIAL NUMBER 
A unique number printed on the "N" of 
"BINGO" on each bingo face to identify a 
particular printed set and is primarily used 
to keep unauthorized paper out of a game. 
 

SERIES 
Identifies the number of unique cards 
contained in a set. Example: 1 - 9,000; 
9,001 - 18,000; … 54,001 - 63,000. 
 
SERIES SYMBOL
A unique symbol located on every bingo 
face (in certain series) in the 'O' of 'BINGO' 
that is used to easily identify each series. 
See Champion symbols on page 18.

SESSION
An entire evening or daytime bingo 
program, consisting of a series of regular 
and/or special bingo games. 
 
SET
A specific grouping of bingo cards 
numbered in sequence and uniform color.

SPECIAL
A game played with a different set of cards 
than the pack purchased at admission. 
 
UP
The number of sheets in a booklet. 
 
VERIFICATION NUMBER 
A unique number on each bingo face 
that identifies the 24 face number 
configuration of the B,I,N,G,O numbers. 
This number is the same as the Free Space 
Number and is often referred to as the 
Secondary Free Space Number.

HELPFUL 
INFORMATION

UP × Series = 
Faces per Set

Series ÷ ON = 
Books per Set

UP × ON = 
Faces per Book
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BINGO PAPER CUTS BINGO PAPER
CUT EXAMPLES

BINGO PAPER

Bingo paper is printed in a variety of master 
sheet configurations to give hall operators 
and players plenty of options to choose from. 
Different layouts are made available when 
the bingo paper is cut from a master sheet. 
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24 ON (24V4)

In each cut description, the first 
numeric character(s) denotes the 
total number of bingo faces on 
that particular cut. The second 
alpha character identifies what 
the overall appearance of the cut 
is (vertical, square or horizontal).
And the third numeric character 
denotes the number of faces that  
run horizontally across the cut.

CUT LAYOUT # DOWN # ACROSS

3V1 Vertical 3 1

4S2 Square 2 2

6V2 Vertical 3 2

8H4 Horizontal 2 4

12H4 Horizontal 3 4

24V4 Vertical 6 4

24V4 MASTER SHEET

CUT LAYOUT # DOWN # ACROSS

5H5 Horizontal 1 5

10H5 Horizontal 2 5

15H5 Horizontal 3 5

30V5 Vertical 6 5

30V5 MASTER SHEET

CUT LAYOUT # DOWN # ACROSS

3V1 Vertical 3 1

3H3 Horizontal 1 3

4S2 Square 2 2

6V2 Vertical 3 2

6H3 Horizontal 2 3

9S3 Square 3 3

18H6 Horizontal 3 6

36S6 Square 6 6

36S6 MASTER SHEET

OFF-CUTS

Certain cuts come naturally from certain master sheets; other cuts (as in a 15H5 taken from 
a 36 ON layout) require an off-cut, which can be packed together, separately, or discarded.

An off-cut refers to bingo faces that remain when a master sheet is cut into a desired ON. 
For instance, if the master sheet is a 24 ON Vertical and you order a 9 ON sheet, the result will 
be two (2) 9 ON cuts equaling 18 faces, and an off-cut totaling six (6) faces to complete the 
24 faces on the sheet.

30 ON (30V5) 36 ON (36S6)

6 
Six total 

faces 

V 
Vertical 

appearance 

2 
Two faces 

across the cut

Choose from a single card (1S1) up to a full 
36 ON (36S6) sheet with 36 cards. Combine 
different cuts and colors with the different 
series to add variety and excitement to your 
bingo sessions.

The following are examples of master sheet sizes: a 24 ON layout has 24 bingo faces on a 
sheet, a 30 ON layout has 30 faces on a sheet and a 36 ON layout has 36 faces on a sheet.

   2 ACROSS 

   3
 D

O
W

N
 

6V2
Total number 
of faces for 

the cut

Appearance 
of the cut 
(vertical)

Number of 
faces across 

the cut

F O R  E X A M P L E :

CUT DESCRIPTIONS

IN THIS 6V2 
EXAMPLE, 

THE CUT HAS:
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BINGO PAPER

COMMON 
SERIAL NUMBERS
A common serial number for 
each set simplifies tracking 
and virtually eliminates illegal 
paper and missed revenue.

CONSECUTIVE 
AUDIT NUMBERS 
C MAX booklets are 
consecutively numbered 
for quick and accurate sales 
and inventory tracking.

MAXIMUM 
SECURITY
C MAX bingo paper offers 
a variety of security features 
so that you can play with 
maximum confidence.

MACHINE 
COLLATION
Machine collation reduces 
manufacturing errors such as 
torn sheets, missing pages 
and incorrect color rotations.

MULTIPLE 
BOOK SIZES
Using the same Champion 
series, C MAX booklets are 
available in multiple sizes, 
ranging from 3 to 24 pages.

SHORTER 
LEAD TIMES
Unlike custom collated bingo 
paper, your order of C MAX 
is already on the shelf and 
ready for shipment.

C MAX®

 BINGO PAPER
ONE SERIAL NUMBER. TRUE 9,000 SERIES.

C MAX® BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE 
SERIES

PREFIX 
CODES

MASTER 
SHEET

FACES
PER SET

1 - 9,000 AA 24V4* 9,000

1 - 9,000 AA 30V5 8,790

1 - 9,000 AA 36S6 9,000

9,001 - 18,000 BB 36S6 9,000

9,001 - 18,000 BB 24V4* 9,000

18,001 - 27,000 CC 36S6 9,000

27,001 - 36,000 DD 36S6 9,000

45,001 - 54,000 FF 36S6 9,000

54,001 - 63,000 GG 36S6 9,000

*Available as King's Line C MAX

BORDER COLORS

  Blue   Yellow   Olive   Purple

  Orange   Pink   Brown   Black

  Green   Gray   Red   Aqua

CANDY STRIPE BORDER COLORS

  Blue   Yellow   Olive   Purple

  Orange   Pink   Brown   Black

  Green   Gray   Red   Aqua

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

NEW FEATURES!
We're introducing the next generation 
of C MAX bingo paper - now featuring a 
2D barcode printed on every sheet that 
contains important information about 
each bingo booklet. See more on page 17.

REDUCED 
FREIGHT COSTS
C MAX doesn't require 
the use of wax sheets, so 
shipping weight is reduced 
and extra waste is eliminated. 

C MAX bingo paper features 9,000 unique bingo faces per color in every 
set. Plus, C MAX is printed using our popular Champion paper series, so 
it can be verified on any console that has the ability to verify Champion! 
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BINGO PAPER

C MAX®

 BINGO PAPER
With a specially formulated distribution of numbers, our 54,001 - 63,000 
series C MAX bingo paper allows players to dab more often. Players get 
more involved in the game with the excitement of being close to a bingo!

5 4 , 0 0 1  -  6 3 , 0 0 0  S E R I E S It's easy to see why Bingo King's 54,001- 63,000 C MAX bingo paper is the number one choice 
of bingo players everywhere. In the example shown below, our C MAX paper gets at least one 
dab for every number called. After 15 numbers have been called, two different faces are only 
one number away from a BINGO! The competition's bingo paper is still waiting for its first dab.

C MAX BINGO PAPER ACTUAL COMPETITOR BINGO PAPER

DESIGNED FOR THE PLAYER

Bingo players want to be actively involved 
in every bingo game they play. They love the 
excitement and suspense that builds with 
each dab as they come closer to a bingo. 
With 54,001  -  63,000 series C MAX, you'll 
keep your players on the edge of their seats, 
and they'll keep returning to your sessions!

› All 75 numbers appear at least once on 
every 6V2, and at least twice on every 9S3

› More dabbing means more fun for 
bingo players and increased sales of paper 
& bingo markers for operators

REDUCED INVENTORY 
Why have different color rotations for each 
of your customers? C MAX is available in a 
standard color rotation allowing operators 
to reduce inventory and eliminate obsolete 
color rotations.

INCREASED PROFITS 
There's no need to stock paper for just one 
account. Operators have more inventory 
turns and less inventory to manage.

BETTER SERVICE 
Standard color rotations allow operators 
to use the same product with multiple 
accounts. Operators always have C MAX 
in stock and service levels consistently 
reach new heights.

ALWAYS IN STOCK 
C MAX is always in stock and ready to 
ship whether ordered as 1 set or 100 sets. 
Ordering is quick and easy.

WHICH WOULD YOU PREFER?

ADVANTAGES FOR GAME OPERATORS
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BINGO PAPER

C MAX®

 BINGO PAPER
M A X I M U M  S E C U R I T Y  F E A T U R E S

The innovative security features of C MAX bingo paper are designed to 
protect your profits so that you can play with maximum confidence.

REMEMBER TO ALWAYS USE THESE 4 MAIN SECURITY 
FEATURES WHEN VERIFYING A WINNING BINGO CARD:

  1

2

 3

 4

SERIES
Use the series prefix code to make 
sure that the winning card is from 
the correct paper series.

BORDER COLOR
Check the border color to ensure 
that the winning card is the correct 
game in the program.

SERIAL NUMBER
Use the serial number to verify that 
the bingo paper was purchased in 
the session it was intended for.

VERIFICATION NUMBER
Use the verification number to 
determine if the correct game 
pattern is the winner.

AA

BB

CC

1 - 9,000

9,001 - 18,000

18,001 - 27,000

C MAX® SERIES PREFIX CODES

DD

FF

GG

27,001 - 36,000

45,001 - 54,000

54,001 - 63,000

3

2

1

4

C MAX now includes a state-of-the-art 2D barcode printed on every 
sheet that contains important information about each bingo booklet:

›   Serial Number

›   Audit Number

›   Paper Type

›   Series / Perm

›   Page Number

›   Pages per Book

GREATER INTEGRITY, ACCURACY, EFFICIENCY & SECURITY
The new 2D barcode printed on every sheet 
of C MAX bingo paper can be used by a POS 
system to quickly and accurately identify the 
product for faster and more efficient sales.

Distributors, operators and bingo players will 
love the streamlined process and additional 
integrity provided by BK  /  TPI's next generation 
C MAX bingo paper!

NEXT GENERATION C MAX
I N C R E A S E D  S E C U R I T Y  W I T H

C MAX PACKAGING
Each carton label of next generation C MAX 
now includes a barcode for quick access to 
information including series & audit numbers.

C MAX booklets are packed sequentially by 
audit numbers, so your game will be ready to 
play right out of the box! 

SERIAL NUMBER

CUT OF PAPER

SERIES

BARCODE

COLOR ROTATION3

2

1

4

6

5 AUDIT NUMBERS

1

2

3

6

4

5

C MAX is packed in 5 box sets.
(varies based on page counts)
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SOLID BORDER SCREEN

54,001 - 63,000 SERIES

›  No duplicates! At least seven numbers 
are different on every bingo face

›  All numbers are frequency balanced, 
appearing the same number of times 
through every sub-set of 45 cards and 
the entire series of 9,000 cards

›  Unique rows, corners and diagonals; 
no set of numbers is repeated

›  Players dab at least once on every 6V2 
cut and at least twice on every 9S3 cut

BINGO PAPER

CHAMPION™ BINGO PAPER KING’S LINE™

CHAMPION PAPER

KING'S LINE™ BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER

1 - 9,000 24V4

9,001 - 18,000 24V4

BORDER COLORS

  Blue*   Gray*   Black   Peach

  Orange*   Olive*   White   Lime

  Green*   Red*   Tan   Violet

  Yellow*   Orchid*   Aqua   Sky Blue

  Pink*   Brown*

*Available as a screen color

King's Line bingo paper is available in 
1 - 9,000 and 9,001 - 18,000 series. The 
24V4 master sheet allows you to order 
several popular cuts, such as a 12 ON, 
without any off-cuts.

BORDER COLORS

  Blue*   Gray*   Black   Peach

  Orange*   Olive*   White   Lime

  Green*   Red*   Tan   Violet

  Yellow*   Orchid*   Aqua   Sky Blue†

  Pink*   Brown*

*Available as a screen color  †Not available in 45,001-54,000 series

CANDY STRIPE COLORS 1-27,000 series only

  Blue   Yellow   Olive   Orchid*

  Orange   Pink   Red   Brown

  Green   Gray

*Not available in 18,001-27,000 series

Add a twist to your bingo game 
with Champion custom collations!

›  Control multiple winners & control profit!

›  Actual face size: 4"W × 4"H

CANDY STRIPE SCREEN

CHAMPION™ BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES SYMBOL MASTER

1 - 9,000 36S6

9,001 - 18,000 36S6

18,001 - 27,000 36S6

27,001 - 36,000 36S6

36,001 - 45,000 36S6

45,001 - 54,000 36S6

54,001 - 63,000 36S6

SOLID BORDER

King's Line offers all the same 
action, control and excitement 
as Champion, but is produced 
with a 24V4 master sheet.

F O R  YO U R  C U S TO M  CO L L AT I O N S
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BINGO PAPER

PREPRINT™ PATTERN BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET

1 - 9,000 36S6

18,001 - 27,000 36S6

Add fun & variety to your bingo night! With game patterns printed right 
on the face, these 13 PrePrint Pattern papers are fun and easy to play!

PrePrint patterns are great for your early bird 
or warm-up sessions! Even if a player arrives  
late, they will instantly know what the game 
pattern is so they can quickly join in!

LETTER I LETTER T LETTER X LUCKY 7

SMALL PICTURE FRAME 
& 4 CORNERS

POSTAGE STAMP

SMALL PICTURE FRAME

KITE LARGE DIAMOND LARGE PICTURE FRAME LARGE PLUS SIGN LETTER H

RED, WHITE & BLUE
AND U.S.A. BINGO

Add extra variety and excitement 
to your games with these unique 
patriotic papers, especially during 
holidays or themed events! 

TRIANGLE BINGO®

RED, WHITE & BLUE

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET

9,001 - 18,000 36S6

U.S.A. BINGO

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET

18,001 - 27,000 36S6

TRIANGLE BINGO® PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET

1 - 9,000 36S6

Only available in Orange

RED, WHITE & BLUE U.S.A. BINGO

Champion PrePrint Pattern 
bingo papers are only 

available in their respective 
colors shown here.

SMALL PLUS SIGN 
& 4 CORNERS

A unique Champion pattern paper that plays 
with a triangle twist! There are 14 numbers 
in the shaded triangle and 10 in the white. 
Play until either one is covered.

›  Consecutive audit numbers provide 
easier tracking and control

›  Can be collated with regular Champion

PREPRINT™ PATTERN
CHAMPION™ BINGO PAPER
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›  Red, White & Blue is a multi-colored paper 
can be played using multiple prize levels

›  U.S.A. Bingo features preprinted pattern
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BINGO PAPER

Brilliant, radiant bingo paper that 
actually glows under black lights!

Take your bingo night to the next level with 
the newest edition to the Champion family... 
Fluorescent bingo paper!

Switch off that bright house lighting and 
turn on your black lights! Add some laser 
lights and some great music... and you've 
got a high energy cosmic bingo event!

›   Fluorescent border and   grid!

›   Choose any combination and sequence!

FLUORESCENT BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET

1 - 9,000 36S6

BORDER COLORS

  Fluorescent Pink   Fluorescent Orange

  Fluorescent Yellow   Fluorescent Green

All colors are also available as candy stripe

Give your players 
an out of this world 
experience with our 
Dabtastic!™ bingo 
ink markers for that 
extra glow fun! 
Find out more info 
on page 36.

Fun for players, and more profits for you. 
Two lines across anywhere on the sheet 
wins a prize. Two lines across in the same 
suit wins the prize and the jackpot prize.
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POKER FLUSH™ LUCKY STAR™

Bingo with an innovative twist! A lucky 
star is randomly printed on each of the 
9,000 faces in a set of Lucky Star bingo 
paper, providing unlimited ways to play. 
Use the lucky star an extra free space or 
wild number, or offer a bonus prize for 
a bingo on the star square. 

POKER FLUSH™ BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET

1 - 9,000 36S6

9,001 - 18,000 36S6

BORDER COLORS

  Blue   Orchid

LUCKY STAR™ BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET(S)

1 - 9,000 24V4* / 36S6

18,001 - 27,000 36S6

*Available in King's Line Series as a custom order

BORDER COLORS

  Blue*   Yellow*   Gray   Orchid

  Orange*   Pink*   Olive   Black

  Green*   Red*   Brown

*Available as a screen color

FLUORESCENT
CHAMPION™ BINGO PAPER
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BINGO PAPER

Play Easy Mark "75" with a fun triangle twist! 
There are 14 numbers in the shaded triangle 
and 10 numbers in the white; play until the 
either triangle is covered. Offer a larger prize 
for the shaded triangle and a smaller prize 
for the white triangle, as your players will 
win more often with the white triangle.

Give your bingo players some major action 
and excitement with play that's twice as fast 
and gives everyone an equal chance to win.

Because the free space contains a number, 
all 75 numbers appear exactly one time on a 
3V1 sheet, so every player gets at least one 
dab with each number called.

EASY MARK "75"™

EASY MARK "75"™

TRIANGLE BINGO®

EASY MARK "75"™ BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER

1 - 9,000 36S6

9,001 - 18,000 36S6

BORDER COLORS

  Blue*   Yellow*   Olive   Brown

  Orange*   Pink   Red   Orchid

  Green*   Gray*

*Available as a screen color

EASY MARK "75"™ 
TRIANGLE BINGO® PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER

1 - 9,000 36S6

BORDER COLORS

  Orange   Brown

Add more fun & excitement to your game 
by including Bonus Line bingo paper in your 
standard Champion™ rotation! Bonus Line 
features three random "bonus" numbers 
ranging from 1-75, located in the upper right 
hand corner of each 6V2 cut. These bonus 
numbers allow for you to offer additional 
prize payouts, providing extra excitement 
and engagement for your players!

›   Same great "mark every time" feature 
as Easy Mark "75," with three additional 
bonus numbers in the Bonus Line

›   Consecutive audit numbers provide 
better tracking and control

WAYS TO PLAY
 If a player covers the Bonus Line in the first 
three numbers called (in order), give out a 
specific prize amount ($200, $300, etc.).

If the Bonus Line is covered within the first 
four called numbers, offer half of the prize 
amount. If it's covered in more than four 
numbers, offer a smaller consolation prize.

APPROXIMATE ODDS
With a $1,000 jackpot prize, players will win 
$166 for every 10,000 bonus sheets that 
have been sold, regardless of the order of 
the first three numbers called. 

BONUS LINE® BINGO

BONUS LINE® BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER

1 - 9,000 36S6

9,001 - 18,000 36S6

BORDER COLORS

  Blue*   Yellow*   Olive   Brown

  Orange*   Pink   Red   Orchid

  Green*   Gray*

*Available as a screen color

The three bonus numbers provide 
more action & new ways to play!

Contact your customer service representative for probability tables.
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BINGO PAPER

Bingo players love an exciting, fast-paced 
game, and that's exactly what they'll get 
with Double Action! Each square contains 
two numbers, and players only need one of 
them to be called in order to dab a square!

Double Action Bingo is an easy and exciting 
way to spice up your next bingo session! 
With double the amount numbers to dab, 
Double Action Bingo plays 55% faster than 
your regular games! More games per session 
means more sales and increased profits!

›   48 easy-to-read numbers on each face

›   Great for early bird, matinee and 
night owl sessions or special games

›  Available as loose specials 
or collated into booklets

›   Actual face size: 8"W × 6¼"H

A unique paper that has two numbers in each square, giving players 
double chances to dab & win! Faster play = more action & excitement!

DOUBLE ACTION® BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE SERIES MASTER SHEET

1 - 3,000 12V3

3,001 - 6,000 12V3

BORDER COLORS

  Blue   Green   Pink   Orchid*

  Orange   Yellow   Red*

*Available in 1 - 3,000 series only

This fun, oversized bingo face has giant, bold numbers for easy reading! 
It's simply the best choice when your players ask for bigger numbers!

GIANT NUMBER BINGO™

AVAILABLE
SERIES

MASTER
SHEET

1 - 9,000 36S6

27,001 - 36,000 36S6

BORDER COLORS

  Blue*   Pink*   Orchid*   Tan   Violet

  Orange*   Gray*   Brown*   Aqua   Sky Blue

  Green*   Olive*   Black   Peach

  Yellow*   Red*   White   Lime

*Available as a screen color

Giant Number bingo features 
easy-to-read, jumbo-sized bold 
numbers to provide players with 
exceptional readability.

›   Taller bingo face allows for 
numbers to be bigger and 
bolder than traditional bingo 
paper numbers 

›   Reduces eye fatigue 
for easy reading

›   Consecutive audit numbers 
for easier tracking & control

›   Available in loose or padded 
sheets and collated booklets

›   Choose from two different 
series, several different cuts 
and 28 different colors!

ACTUAL FACE SIZE SHOWN
 4" W × 4 9/16"H

DOUBLE ACTION BINGO®GIANT NUMBER BINGO™
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PreCall Bonanza Bingo is a fast-paced game 
played on secure, concealed bingo paper 
just like regular Bonanza Bingo. But with 
PreCall Bonanza Bingo, you don't have to 
pre-call any numbers.

›   Each PreCall card includes predetermined 
shaded numbers (up to 22 on some cards) 
that act as pre-dabbed spaces

›   A player with 22 shaded numbers 
needs only two additional numbers to 
complete a coverall

›   Because there's no need to call any 
numbers before a session starts, you 
can play of as many PreCall games as 
possible in a session simply by changing 
the card color for the next game

›   Actual face size: 4"W × 4¾"H

EACH PRECALL BONANZA TRAY INCLUDES:

NO. OF 
PRECALL

CARDS

NO. OF
PRE-DABBED 

NUMBERS

NO. OF
NUMBERS

NEEDED TO WIN

305 16 8

260 17 7

225 18 6

100 19 5

75 20 4

25 21 3

10 22 2

BINGO PAPER

Bonanza Bingo is printed on unique colored 
paper that is folded and sealed, preventing 
the face from being seen until it is sold and 
opened by the bingo player.

With unlimited ways to play, it's easy to 
see why Bonanza Bingo is a player favorite!

THE MOST COMMON WAY TO PLAY

Call 48 numbers & post them to a Bonanza 
flashboard before your regular bingo session 
begins. Continue to sell Bonanza Bingo as 
floor sales until the last game of the night is 
complete. Based on the 48 posted numbers, 
a player with a coverall wins the jackpot prize. 
If there is no winner using the 48 posted 
numbers, call the 49th, 50th, etc., and offer 
a consolation prize for the eventual winner.

Increase your profits by offering a "trade in" 
option. If a player does not think their card 
has a chance of winning, they can trade it in 
and buy another card at half the price.

BONANZA BINGO®

AVAILABLE SERIES AVAILABLE CUT(S)

1 - 9,000 1S1, 2V1, 3V1

9,001 - 18,000 1S1, 2V1, 3V1

PAPER COLORS

  Blue   Green   Pink   Purple

  Orange   Yellow   White

PRECALL™ BONANZA BINGO®

AVAILABLE SERIES AVAILABLE CUT(S)

1 - 9,000 1S1

PAPER COLORS

  Blue              Green              Orange

One of BK  /  TPI's most popular, exciting & profitable games of all time!

BONANZA BINGO® PRECALL™ BONANZA BINGO®

PreCall Bonanza Bingo is fast and 
exciting! Players absolutely love it!

B 00121

1872 17

1872

5
3
2
6
7

29
22
20
28
21

43
36

33
37

57
58
49
50
46

74
63
67
73
62

›   Actual face size: 4½"W × 5¼"H
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U-PIK-EM™ BINGO

BINGO PAPER

AVAILABLE U-PIK-EM CARDS FREE SPACES FACE SIZE FORMS/CASE PART #

1 U-PIK-EM Bingo (8-number) 1  3  3⁄5"W × 5 H 6,000 6011006

2 U-PIK-EM Bingo (7-number) 2  3  3⁄5"W × 5"H 6,000 6012006

3 U-PIK-EM Bingo (24-number) 1  3  3⁄5"W × 6"H 6,000 6013006

4 Lucky Seven Bingo, 3 ON 6 (2 on each face) 3 ¼"W × 9½"H 5,000 6038005

5 Select Seven Bingo, 3 ON 0 3 ¼"W × 10½"H 5,000 6121015

1 2 3 4 5

With U-PIK-EM, players pick their own numbers instead of the random selection of numbers 
they normally get with a pre-printed bingo face. Players often perceive the game as a lottery, 
picking their same "lucky" numbers each week. U-PIK-EM offers five cards to choose from. 

U-PIK-EM cards are two part NCR (no carbon required) forms, each 
having matching card numbers once completed. Part two is used 
for playing, while part one is collected by the attendants before 
the game begins, then used to verify winners.

›   Serial numbers are used to identify the print set

›   Consecutive audit numbers for better control

›   Most forms can be ordered with a custom 
imprint of your name and logo

The bingo face(s) of Treasure Hunt Bingo are 
printed on heavy, bright white, high quality 
paper stock. A tear-off newsprint cover sheet 
with a security pattern is glued over top of 
the cards to conceal the face(s). The color 
of each cover sheet matches its respective 
border color. Players simply peel back the 
cover sheet to reveal the face(s). 

›   Serial numbers are printed on each face

›   Consecutive audit numbers are printed 
on the outside of each series of 9,000 
cards for easier tracking and control

›   Chipboard dividers are inserted 
between every 50 sheets

›   Actual face size: 4"W × 4"H

Treasure Hunt Bingo features a 
unique design construction and 
offers your players all the same 
great action and excitement as 
our Bonanza Bingo paper!

TREASURE HUNT BINGO™

AVAILABLE SERIES AVAILABLE CUT(S)

1 - 9,000 1S1, 3V1

9,001 - 18,000* 1S1, 3V1

*Available as a custom order only

BORDER COLORS

  Blue   Green   White   Orchid

  Orange   Red

TREASURE HUNT BINGO™

17
57
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O
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Players get to choose their own luck with these unique bingo games! 



Bingo King carries a wide variety of 

bingo ink products to fit the style and 

needs of every type of bingo player. 

Choose from one of our three everyday 

favorite bingo ink markers, or try one 

of our festive specialty ink markers—

all featuring our patented Groove Grip 

bottle design and our unique non-

smearing, fast drying ink formulas.

BINGO INK
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BINGO INK

BINGO HAS NEVER BEEN SO COLORFUL!

BINGO INK MARKERS

Select from multiple styles and colors to fit the needs of any player. Our high quality ink lines 
offer you the finest in bingo ink markers available. We feature comfortable, easy to hold ink 
bottles with non-smearing, fast drying ink formulas and color coordinated caps and sleeves.

NOVELTY AND 
SEASONAL INKS

These fun and festive 
designs are great for door 
prizes, raffles, themed 
events, gifts and giveaways.

NON-SMEARING, 
FAST DRYING INK

Our innovative bingo ink is 
formulated to dry quickly to 
reduce any messy smearing 
while your players dab away.

COLOR MATCH 
CAPS & SLEEVES

Our bingo ink markers have 
color coordinated caps and 
sleeves make it easy for 
players to identify ink colors.

BINGO INK 
DISPLAYS

Put your bingo ink on display! 
You'll be surprised at how 
quickly players step up to 
purchase the newest ink.

GROOVE GRIP™ 
BOTTLE DESIGN

All BK  /   TPI ink markers use our 
patented Groove Grip bottle 
shape – uniquely designed to 
provide hours of comfort.

CUSTOM INK 
PROGRAM

Custom designed bingo 
ink labels & sleeves are a 
great way for bingo halls to 
promote their bingo sessions.

OUR EVERYDAY INK MARKERS ARE AVAILABLE IN 3 VARIETIES!

Dab King® bingo ink markers 
are the popular choice for 
the serious bingo player.

Dabtastic® ink markers use 
brilliant pigments that make 
the colors ultra vibrant.

Bingo Buddy™ premium ink 
markers are available in nine 
popular colors and two sizes.

DAB KING 
THE POPULAR INK CHOICE

DABTASTIC! 
THE BRILLIANT INK CHOICE

BINGO BUDDY 
THE PREMIUM INK CHOICE

For more information about the vast selection of bingo ink markers 
from Bingo King / Trade Products, please visit bingoking.com/ink

Bingo ink markers are essential to every bingo game, and that's why 
Bingo King carries a full line of ink products to complement your games 
with another level of colorful excitement for your players!

http://www.bingoking.com/ink
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Each Dabtastic! Groove Grip™ bottle has 
a color coordinated sleeve and metallic 
ball cap. Plus, the color name is printed 
right on each bottle, so it's even easier 
for bingo players to make sure they're 
dabbing with their lucky color!

DABTASTIC!®

 BINGO INK

SEE PAGE 12 FOR MORE C MAX INFORMATION

BINGO INK

110 ml (actual size)80 ml (actual size)

Dabtastic! bingo ink markers 
are specially formulated with 
brilliant fluorescent pigments 
to provide you with 14 vibrant 
options to choose from! 

GET YOUR GAME ON WITH DABTASTIC! INK MARKERS!

THE BRILLIANT  INK CHOICE

A PERFECT MATCH WITH OUR 
C MAX® BINGO PAPER SERIES!

ACTUAL
DAB SIZE
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DAB KING®

 BINGO INK

INK FIT FOR A KING! 

Our popular Dab King bingo 
ink markers are available in 
two sizes (80 ml & 100 ml) 
with ten rich and vibrant 
colors to choose from!

Each Groove Grip bottle of 
Dab King has a bright, color 
coordinated sleeve design 
and sleek rounded ball cap.

Dab King features our 
popular non-smearing, 
fast drying ink formula.

BINGO BUDDY™ BINGO INK

BINGO INK

T H E  P R E M I U M  I N K  C H O I C E T H E  P O P U L A R  I N K  C H O I C E

BRING YOUR BUDDY ALONG!

Bingo Buddy premium bingo ink markers 
are available in two sizes (80 ml & 110 ml) 
with nine of our popular non-smearing, fast 
drying ink colors to choose from!

Each Groove Grip™ bottle of Bingo Buddy 
has a bright, color coordinated sleeve and 
ball cap for fast & easy color recognition!

PURPLE

FUCHSIA

TEAL

BLUE

GREEN

CRANBERRY

RED

ORANGE

SUNSET

BINGO BUDDY COLOR KEY
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LICENSED, SPECIAL OCCASION 
& SEASONAL BINGO INK MARKERS

BINGO INK

For a complete listing of the most up-to-date licensed, special occasion 
and seasonal bingo ink markers, please visit us at bingoking.com/ink

BK offers a variety of licensed, special 
occasion & seasonal bingo ink markers. 
With an extensive collection of designs 
to choose from, you'll find a bingo ink  
marker for every kind of celebration. 
Plus, our designs are constantly being 
updated to give you even more options!

Christmas Thanksgiving Halloween

Birthday St. Patrick's Day Valentine's Day

Patriotic Mother's Day Father's Day

New Year's Easter ...and more!

Provide fun and festive designs to your bingo players with Bingo King's 
licensed, special occasion & seasonal bingo ink markers. They're great for 
gifts, door prizes, raffles, appreciation days, theme events & collectibles. 
These special bingo ink markers are only available while supplies last!

ASK ABOUT 
ALL OF OUR GIFT 

SET OPTIONS!

http://www.bingoking.com/ink
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110  ml80  ml110  ml80  ml

White, black or silver 
sleeved bottle with 
personalized or 
custom design label 
applied over sleeve

Solid color 
matched ball caps

CUSTOM BINGO INK

BINGO INK

CHOOSE YOUR INK BRAND, SIZE AND COLOR

ADD AN EMBLEM TO 
YOUR CUSTOM LABEL

Please note that some national organizations require prior approval to use these emblems

DETERMINE YOUR QUANTITY / CHOOSE YOUR LABEL OR SLEEVE

Bingo King's custom ink markers 
are a great way to advertise and 
promote your bingo operation. 
We have a variety of programs 
available to suit every budget!

SMALL QUANTITIES* (minimum 5 cases; 144 bottles per case)

Choose a label from the designs shown below, then customize it with logos or personalized 
information in a black imprint. Labels are applied over standard sleeves according to ink type.

LARGE QUANTITIES
(minimum 25,000 labels or sleeves)

A full color label or sleeve can be 
custom designed by our artists 
according to your specifications. 

Custom labels are applied to standard 
sleeves according to ink type.

Custom sleeves are shrink wrapped.

Download your custom 
ink order forms at 
bingoking.com/ink

DABTASTIC!® INK COLORS

  Rock'N Red   Ocean Blue

  Sapphire Blue   Groovy Grape

  Forest Green   Island Coral

  Passion Purple   Cardinal Red

  Sunny Orange   Hot Pink

  Marine Teal   Electric Lime

  Royal Fuchsia   Lovely Lilac

Solid color matched 
sleeved bottle with 
personalized or 
custom design label 
applied over sleeve

Metallic color 
matched ball caps

White sleeved 
bottle with 
personalized or 
custom design label 
applied over sleeve

Solid color 
matched ball caps

CUSTOM INK LABEL ORDER FORM

Customer Name

Phone Number

Imprint Name

Order Date

Please e-mail form to: sales@bingoking.com or fax to: (425) 743.5224

Step 1: Please choose one of the following label designs below. Step 2: Select a bottle size.

Step 3: Select the color(s) of your choice. Step 4: Supply us with your personal information in space provided.

# 2300

# 2302

# 2303

# 2305 *Silver Metallic Foil

# 2301

# 2304 *Gold Metallic Foil

Please select a label design.    LABEL DESIGN #____________________

STEP

1

OTHER

80 mL

110 mL

STEP

2

Please circle 
a bottle size.

Please circle the ink color(s) of your choice.

STEP

3

Please circle a logo style.

FOR SMALL QUANTITY: Black imprint label on a white bottle. (Minimum Order: 5 Cases, 144 bottles/case)

FOR LARGE QUANTITY: Full color imprint. (Minimum Order: 25,000 Labels or 25,000 Sleeves for best pricing)

STEP

5
Please use this space to provide reference for your custom label art.

ORANGE BLUE MAGENTA
RED

 TEAL PURPLE GREEN RUBy REDyELLOw

• Silver, black, white or dab king sleeve with custom 

   label applied over top

• Popular Dab King™ ink formula

• Groove Grip™ – unique player comfort

• 24 mm applicator tip

• Personalized label or custom design

• 80 mL or 110 mL

• 9 colors available, sleek color match ball cap

White Sleeve      Silver Sleeve      Black Sleeve      Dab King Sleeve

STEP

4

Please circle sleeve color

• White sleeve with custom label applied over top• Brilliant premium ink formula
• Groove Grip™ – unique player comfort
• 24 mm applicator tip
• Personalized label or custom design
• 80 mL or 110 mL
• 9 colors available, color match ball cap

CUSTOM INK LABEL ORDER FORM

Customer Name
Phone Number
Imprint Name

Order Date

Please e-mail form to: sales@bingoking.com or fax to: (425) 743.5224

Step 1: Please choose one of the following label designs below. Step 2: Select a bottle size.
Step 3: Select the color(s) of your choice. Step 4: Supply us with your personal information in space provided.

FOR SMALL QUANTITY: Black imprint label on a white bottle. (Minimum Order: 5 Cases, 144 bottles/case)

FOR LARGE QUANTITY: Full color imprint. (Minimum Order: 25,000 Labels or 25,000 Sleeves for best pricing)

# 2300

# 2302

Please select a label design.    LABEL DESIGN #____________________
STEP

1

OTHER

STEP

4
Please use this space to provide reference for your custom label art.

80 mL

110 mL

STEP

2
Please circle 
a bottle size.

ORANGE BLUE MAGENTA
RED

 TEAL PURPLE GREEN

STEP

3
Please circle the ink color(s) of your choice.

Please circle a logo style.

CRANBERRY SUNSET

# 2303

# 2305
*Silver Metallic Foil

# 2301

# 2304
*Gold Metallic Foil

• Solid color match sleeve with custom 
   label applied over top
• Brilliant ink formula
• Groove Grip™ – unique player comfort
• 24 mm applicator tip
• Personalized label or custom design
• 80 mL or 110 mL
• 12 colors available, bright metallic color match ball cap

CUSTOM INK LABEL ORDER FORM

Customer Name

Phone Number

Imprint Name

Order Date

Please e-mail form to: sales@bingoking.com or fax to: (425) 743.5224

Step 1: Please choose one of the following label designs below. Step 2: Select a bottle size.
Step 3: Select the color(s) of your choice. Step 4: Supply us with your personal information in space provided.

# 2300

# 2302

# 2303

# 2305 *Silver Metallic Foil

# 2301

# 2304 *Gold Metallic Foil

Please select a label design.    LABEL DESIGN #____________________STEP

1

OTHER

80 mL

110 mL

STEP

2
Please circle 
a bottle size.

Please circle the ink color(s) of your choice.STEP

3

Please circle a logo style.

FOR SMALL QUANTITY: Black imprint on a color match sleeve. (Minimum Order: 5 Cases, 144 bottles/case)
FOR LARGE QUANTITY: Full color imprint. (Minimum Order: 25,000 Labels or 25,000 Sleeves for best pricing)

STEP

4
Please use this space to provide reference for your custom label art.

cardinal
red

sunny
orange

royal
fuschia

rock’n
red

sapphire 
blue

forest
green

marine 
teal

ocean 
blue

island
coral

electric
lime

hot
pink

passion
purple

BINGO BUDDY™ INK COLORS

  Red   Magenta

  Blue   Teal

  Green   Sunset

  Purple   Cranberry

  Orange

DAB KING® INK COLORS

  Red   Magenta

  Blue   Teal

  Green   Yellow

  Purple   Ruby

  Orange   Pink

110  ml80  ml

FULL COLOR LABELS FULL COLOR SLEEVES

*Custom bingo ink program requires a five (5) case minimum order (all regular ink orders must be a minimum of ten (10) cases, so custom orders can 
be combined with other ink product lines). Cost of label is dependent upon the complexity, label material and number of colors within the design. 
Standard text added to artwork reads: "Made in USA, Keep Away from Children." Please ask your customer service representative for more details.

http://www.bingoking.com/ink
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SQUARE METAL INK DISPLAY
ITEM NO. 49425

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D CAPACITY

4" 15  ½" 12" 48 bottles

BINGO INK

BINGO INK DISPLAYS

SPINNING 
INK DISPLAY

Our lightweight, yet 
strong and durable 
spinning ink display 
has a small footprint, 
so it's great for small 
spaces!

The handle on top of 
the display not only 
makes carrying the 
display easy, it can 
also be used to display 
signage or pricing.

The spinning display 
easily rotates 360º for 
full viewing capability.

Two tiers allows you 
to display varying ink 
heights  /sizes. Each tier 
displays four rows of ink, 
with three markers deep.

METAL INK DISPLAYS

You'll be surprised at how quickly players 
step up to purchase the newest Bingo King 
ink markers when you showcase them with 
one of our metal display units. These ink 
displays hold up to 48 bingo ink bottles, 
and are available in either a square or 
rectangular shape so operators can choose 
the one that works best for their hall!

Load up these high quality point of purchase displays to increase your 
ink sales. It's a great way to feature new ink products or to remind your 
players that they need more ink. Don’t pass up a chance to make a sale!

All bingo ink displays are ready to use with no assembly required. Ink markers sold separately.

SPINNING INK DISPLAY
ITEM NO. 49425

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D CAPACITY

19 5⁄8" 16  ½" 16  ½" 96 bottles

RECTANGULAR METAL INK DISPLAY
ITEM NO. 49425

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D CAPACITY

4" 23" 8" 48 bottles



Looking for that extra something to add 

some life to your bingo games? Playing 

pull tabs during or in between bingo 

sessions is a great way to provide your 

players with extra excitement and variety. 

Bingo King / Trade Products is your source 

for not only the most creative concepts, 

but also the highest quality and most 

secure pull tab games in the industry!

PULL TABS
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PULL TAB TICKETS

ALL HOLDERS WIN
A style of play where every player with 
a hold ticket wins a prize. Prizes are 
determined by opening the windows 
on a seal card.

BINGO EVENT GAME
A type of pull tab game that can be played 
with or without a seal card, with prizes that 
are determined by the draw of a bingo ball.

BONUS BOARD 
Also known as a cashboard, bonus boards 
are a seal card game within a game that 
offers the excitement and quick turn 
over of a short count seal, but with the 
enticement of bigger prizes displayed on 
an oversized cashboard seal card. 

BREAK OPEN/PULL TAB
A multi-ply card, made completely from 
paper or paper products, with perforated 
break open tab or tabs. These perforated 
tabs cover a series of numbers or symbols 
which determine whether any particular 
ticket is a winner or non-winner. 

DEAL / BOX
The small boxes located inside of a case 
of pull tabs. The case may be packed two 
or more deals per case depending on the 
number of pull tabs in the deal. A deal is 
a separate game or series of pull tabs with 
the same serial number. 

FACE
The front of a pull tab ticket.

FLARE CARD
A card or poster included with each deal 
of pull tab tickets that includes the name 
of the game, form number, serial number 
and the cost per ticket or per play. The 
flare also explains how to play the game 
and what the winning symbols and 
associated prizes are.

FORM NUMBER
The unique number or alphanumeric code 
that identifies the cost per play, ticket 
count, payout structure, and extended 
payout structure (if any).

INSET
The reverse side of a ticket face that 
reveals the various symbol combinations 
when the tabs or windows are opened.

INSTANT
Pull tabs tickets that pay prizes 
immediately for winning tickets 
with matching symbols.

LAST SALE
A style of play in which the buyer of the 
last ticket in a deal automatically wins a 
prize. This style of game helps sell out the 
entire deal because customers desire the 
last ticket.

COMMONLY USED TERMS NAFTM SECURITY SEAL
National Association of Fundraising Ticket 
Manufacturers. The black and yellow seal 
on each deal of pull tabs. This seal means 
that the pull tab has been produced to 
meet standards set by the association. 
If this seal is broken, the box could be 
tampered with and should not be sold.

PAYOUT
The percentage of ticket sales 
paid out to players in winnings.

PAYOUT SHEET
The sheet inside the deal box which shows 
the complete breakdown of each deal. 
The payout sheet details the prizes in a 
pull tab game and is turned into the state 
regulatory group.

PAYOUT STRUCTURE
The total ticket count, the number of 
winning combinations at each prize level, 
the collective value of all prizes to be 
awarded & the profit built in to the game.

PRIZE AMOUNT
Identifies the total amount to be paid out 
for each winning ticket. A yellow box with 
the winning amount is displayed on all 
winning tickets in a deal.

PROGRESSIVE GAME
A pull tab game, played with a seal card, 
that includes a jackpot prize that is carried 
over to subsequent deals of the same form 
number in the event the jackpot prize is 
not won.

SEAL CARD
A board used in conjunction with instant 
tickets that, in addition to having instant 
winners, also contains sign-up numbers 
that correspond to the seal card, giving 
players additional chances to win. Once 
all the tickets in a deal are sold, the sealed 
windows on the seal card are opened to 
reveal winner(s) - player(s) whose sign-up 
number matches the uncovered seal card 
number.

SERIAL NUMBER
The unique number or alphanumeric code 
that identifies a specific deal of pull tabs.

TICKET COUNT
The total number of tickets in a deal.

WINNING COMBINATION
Combination of symbols on winning 
tickets that corresponds to the tiers listed 
on the front of the ticket and determines 
the prize payout.

For our full line of pull tab tickets, visit us at tradeproducts.com or 
ask your local authorized distributor for our full line pull tab catalog

http://www.tradeproducts.com
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TICKET FACE TICKET INSETGAME SYMBOLS TICKET TAG

PULL TAB TICKETS

BK  /   TPI offers a wide variety of pull tab tickets to be played alone or in 
conjunction with a bingo session. Combine our fresh ideas, unique ticket 
themes & exciting designs, and you'll see why It Pays to Play the Best!™

PULL TABS FROM BK/TPI

Pull tab tickets (also known as break opens) 
are similar to traditional lottery tickets, but 
are made from two layers of heavy paper, 
glued together, with die cut "tabs" that pull 
open to reveal symbols or numbers.

The main object of the game is to match the 
symbols on the inside of the ticket(s) to the 
winning combination(s) that are identified 
on the front of the ticket face or flare card. 
Ticket(s) containing a winning combination 
are turned in by the player to receive the 
corresponding monetary prize amount.

Fun and easy to play

Requires no skill to play

Frequent winners

High payouts for players

Definite profits for operators

Winning combinations of symbols are typically displayed horizontally 
within a single window. However, there are also games where winning 
symbols are displayed vertically or diagonally, or as a combination of 
horizontal, vertical and/or diagonal.

CRISS CROSS  
EXAMPLE

To win, players must have a combination 
of two matching "anchor" symbols and 
one winning symbol. The prize amount 
shown on a winning inset corresponds 
to the winning combination of symbols 
as shown on the ticket face. Games 
with criss cross play often have multiple 
winners, where more than one winning 
combination occurs on a single ticket.

HORIZONTAL 
MATCH 3 EXAMPLE

To win, players simply match three of the 
same symbols in a single horizontal row. 
The prize amount shown on a winning 
inset corresponds to the matching three 
symbols as shown on the ticket face.

TICKET INFORMATION

For our full line of pull tab tickets, visit us at tradeproducts.com or 
ask your local authorized distributor for our full line pull tab catalog

http://www.tradeproducts.com
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PULL TAB TICKETS

1   SERIAL NUMBER
Compare the serial number on the presented ticket to the serial number on the check sheet 
provided with all games. These numbers will always match on a valid winner.

3   EZ PAYCODE™

EZ PayCode displays the total prize amount for a winning ticket. If a ticket passes the two checks 
explained above, find the EZ PayCode amount printed either inside the left edge of one of the 
windows of the ticket or in a colored box that replaces one of the symbols in the ticket. That 
dollar amount is the exact amount to be paid on the ticket.

2   WIN-CODE®

On applicable tier levels, the Win-Code number is located inside a yellow rectangle in a window 
of a winning ticket. Look for that number on the list of numbers printed on the front of the 
check sheet. If the number does not appear on the check sheet, the ticket is not a valid winner.

1

2

1

3

WHAT ARE YOU 
OFFERING POTENTIAL 

NEW PLAYERS?

HOW CAN YOU GET 
THEM INVOLVED?

TRY CHANGE FOR SUCCESS!

THE FIVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF PLAYERS

These players are new to the game, and they've never played 
pull tabs before. The easiest way to get them involved is to 
offer pull tabs at a low-risk price that they can afford.

NEWBIES1

BEGINNERS
Beginners are usually low spenders who will likely participate 
in 10¢, 25¢ or 50¢ games, and will continue to reinvest their 
winnings into additional low-cost pull tab purchases.2

AVERAGE 
JOES

Players who typically have an amount set aside to spend on 
pull tabs at various ticket prices. They play for entertainment 
and excitement, and enjoy lower cost pull tabs because they 
offer more chances to win for their money. This group enjoys 
the value of playing more versus winning the jackpot.

3

NON-
GAMBLERS

These players play for merchandise prizes, not cash prizes. 
They want to win something for a spouse, grandkids, etc...5

BIG 
SPENDERS

Serious, high dollar players that track winnings and 
serial numbers, and press for what has been paid out. 
They have no set limits since their goal is to WIN!4

DEVELOPING NEW PLAYERSPAYOUT PROTECTION
Protect yourself and your profits by using these three security features:
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25¢ & 50¢ PULL TAB TICKETS

WHY SHOULD OPERATORS SELL MORE 25¢ & 50¢ TICKETS?

The more pull tab tickets a player opens, the better their chances are 
of becoming a winner! As players win, they will typically move up the 
scale in how much they spend. For instance, a player who often wins 
on 25¢ pull tabs will likely purchase 50¢ pull tabs.

PULL TAB TICKETS

For our full line of pull tab tickets, visit us at tradeproducts.com or 
ask your local authorized distributor for our full line pull tab catalog

EVERYONE GETS A CHANCE

When disposable incomes start to shrink, 
money becomes tight. 25¢ & 50¢ pull tab 
tickets continue to provide your players with 
a less expensive alternative to the traditional 
dollar games. This lower cost risk will likely 
encourage new players to give pull tabs a try.

 
EVERYONE LOVES A WINNER!

Everyone loves to see winners, and when 
games pay, more people play! The more 
chances there are for players to win, the 
more winners there will be, which means 
more players will purchase tickets.

 
SMALL WINNERS PLAY BIG

Research has continually shown that players 
who win smaller cash prizes of less than $5 
will most likely spend their winnings instantly 
on another chance to win.

MORE BANG FOR THE BUCK

The math is simple: $20 will give a player 
twenty $1 tickets, forty 50¢ tickets or eighty 
25¢ tickets. This means that players can play 
longer for the same amount of money, and 
they'll have double, triple or even quadruple 
the chances of winning.

 
PLAYERS LOVE VARIETY

Increase your overall percentage of pull tab 
players by offering a variety of tickets and 
games at lower price points. You will have 
higher sales, which in turn brings in more 
profits for your location! 

 
FOR THE FUN OF IT!

The more tickets a player can buy for their 
dollar means they get more entertainment 
for the same amount of money. More tabs 
to pull, more chances to win, more fun!

25¢ & 50¢ PULL TABS OFFER
LONGER PLAY & MORE FUN!

20
TICKETS

FOR $20, HOW MANY PULL TABS WOULD YOU RATHER PLAY?

40
TICKETS

80
TICKETS

http://www.tradeproducts.com
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FREE
SPACE

BINGO EVENT GAMES

A bingo event game plays just like a regular 
pull tab game with instant winners, but it can 
also include a seal card, along with tickets 
containing bingo ball numbers (B1- O75) 
and  / or "hold" numbers. Players with these 
tickets hold on to them for the entire game.

Once all the tickets in a deal have been sold, 
the bingo event game winner is determined 
either by using a bingo flashboard, by using 
the last number called in a bingo game, or 
by using the enclosed seal card.

In jurisdictions where bingo event games are 
not defined, they can be played exactly like 
a regular seal card game.

Providing players with an opportunity to win additional prizes is a great 
way to add excitement to your bingo session. TPI's bingo event games 
offer three different methods of determining winners, and will often 
feature one or more of the following methods within the same game:

LAST # CALLED

In a Last Number Called 
Game, the player with a 
hold ticket that contains 
the last number called in 
the designated bingo game 
is the winner. This type of 
game is sometimes referred 
to as a Flashboard Game.

DAB GAMES

Event tickets with 
more than one bingo 
number on a ticket, 
and the winner is the 
first player who dabs 
all the numbers on 
their ticket during the 
designated bingo game.

DOWNLINE GAMES

Event tickets containing 
the same numbers as 
the downlines on a 
flashboard. The winner 
is the holder of the ticket 
with the first downline 
completed in the 
designated bingo game.

Bingo event games (also called ball /dab games) bridge the gap between 
bingo and pull tabs, combining the best of both into one exciting game.

SEAL CARD & PAYOUT

OPERATOR ADVANTAGES
Increased revenue. Smaller ticket counts 
mean faster ticket sales and game turns.

Guaranteed profits. The event winner is 
not paid out until the entire deal is sold.

Each event 
game has a 
predetermined 
ticket count, a 
payout and an 
ideal profit

DOUBLE SLAM / $1 / No. DS1700

1700 cards @ $1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,700

PAYS OUT
HOLD TICKETS

1 Winner (blue) @ $500 . . . . . . . . . . . . $500 
1 Winner (red) @ $500 . . . . . . . . . . . . $500

INSTANT WINNERS
1 Winner (blue) @ $50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50 
80 Winners (blue) @ $1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $80
20 Winners (red) @ $2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $40 
80 Winners (red) @ $1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $80

TOTAL PAYOUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1250 
GROSS PROFIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450

73% payout    26% profit 
4 deals per case

PULL TAB TICKETS

TICKET FACE INSTANT WIN HOLD TICKET

PLAYER ADVANTAGES
More chances to win. Multiple sign-ups 
give more players an opportunity to win 
a larger prize at the end of the game.

Thrill! Suspense builds until the moment 
when the end-of-game winner is revealed.

B

I

N

G

O
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PULL TAB TICKETS

For our full line of pull tab tickets, visit us at tradeproducts.com or 
ask your local authorized distributor for our full line pull tab catalog

BINGO EVENT GAMES

http://www.tradeproducts.com
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PULL TAB TICKETS

BINGO EVENT GAMES



Every bingo game has different 

requirements, and that's why 

Bingo King carries a variety of 

bingo equipment and accessories 

to suit the needs of every hall. 

Our ticket dispensers, bingo 

consoles and flashboards are all 

designed with quality, selection 

and service as the primary focus.

EQUIPMENT
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KING'S CROWN 
4-COLUMN (BILL)

ITEM NO. BK46790X

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

40" 25 " 15 ¼" 152

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 32" 20 ½" 172

KING'S CROWN 
8-COLUMN (BILL)

ITEM NO. BK46795X

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

40" 44" 15 ¼" 218

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 50" 20 ½" 254

KING'S CROWN 
4-COLUMN (KEYPAD)

ITEM NO. BK46740X

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

40" 18 ¾" 15 ¼" 135

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 32" 20 ½" 155

KING'S CROWN 
8-COLUMN (KEYPAD)

ITEM NO. BK46745X

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

40" 37  ½" 15 ¼" 170

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 50" 20 ½" 190

BINGO EQUIPMENT

KING'S CROWN™

 PULL TAB TICKET DISPENSER

FEATURES & DESIGN

›   Fastest pull tab dispenser on the market: 
12-14 3-window tickets per second; 
7-8 5-window tickets per second

›   Quick, front-loading ticket columns 
that hold up to 1,000 tickets each

›   Tickets are dispensed into individual 
outlets directly below each column

›   Flexible pricing per column - 10¢, 25¢, 
50¢, $1, $2 or $5 denominations

›   Illuminated buttons with 
interchangeable denomination caps

›   The Play All button allows a user to play 
all existing credits from any one column

›   Clear acrylic window allows players 
to see remaining tickets

›   Individual modular ticket columns can 
be easily removed for service without 
affecting the operation of other columns

›   Unit can be wall mounted or secured 
to an optional locking cabinet for 
additional storage space

Offer a wide variety of pull tabs with the ultra-fast & completely secure 
King's Crown ticket dispenser. Because it's so easy to swap out tickets, 
you can provide your players with a larger assortment of games to play!

KING'S CROWN 
4-COLUMN CABINET

ITEM NO. 46710

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

311⁄8" 271⁄8" 16" 61

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

36 ½" 50" 20 ½" 92

KING'S CROWN 
8-COLUMN CABINET

ITEM NO. 46715

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

311⁄8" 44 " 16" 82 ½

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

36 ½" 50" 20 ½" 120

ACCOUNTING & SECURITY

›   Secure and accurate sales recording 
for cash and sales tracking

›   Easy access to accounting functions

›   Separate key entry for ticket 
restocking and cash access

›   Battery backup to complete transaction 
in the event of a power failure

›   Optional locking bill box (Item No. 62624)

›   Available keypad with PIN number 
access and menu-driven operation 
(often legal where Cash Fed is not)
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DIAMOND™ BINGO CONSOLE

DIAMOND BINGO CONSOLE
ITEM NO. BK1400

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

30 ½" 51  ½" 32" 240

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 55" 40" 308

The technologically advanced Diamond bingo console is versatile and 
simple to operate. It's the crown jewel of the Bingo King console family! 

ADVANCED FEATURES, SLEEK DESIGN & DURABILITY

The Diamond's user-friendly software features quick reference pop-up 
screens, easy-to-follow menus, and expanded programming options – 
all with vivid and detailed color graphics.

CALLER VERIFICATION SCREEN GAME PATTERN DESIGN SCREENCALLER PLAY SCREEN

FEATURES 
& BENEFITS

›   Single hall video output

›   Built-in color camera

›   Specifically designed 
to verify C MAX® and 
Champion™ bingo paper

›   Verifies multi-face patterns

›   Magnetic card for 
security and quick logon

›   Built-in data converter

›   Advertising capabilities

›   Optional accessories 
include a RNG and cover

OPERATION 
& DESIGN

›   Integrated design with 
adjustable 17" USB 
touchscreen monitor

›   Intuitive operation, offering 
touchscreen, keyboard, or 
mouse interactivity

›   Quiet double acrylic 
ball chamber features 
fluorescent red & green 
panels that "glow"

›   Reflective back of ball 
chamber gives players a 
360º view of the balls

PERFORMANCE 
& RELIABILITY

›   Flashboard outputs are 
thermally protected from 
static electricity and 
perform with most 
flashboards

›   Sealed ball switches protect 
against drink spills and 
airborne contaminants

›   Integrated UPS protects 
during power outages and 
prevents crashes

›   Manual backup mode in 
the event of PC failure

BINGO EQUIPMENT

Bingo King's highly reliable, PC-based Diamond 
console offers simplicity & sophistication with its 
integrated design, intuitive operation, ergonomic 
operator comfort, multi-level security features and 
advanced programming capabilities.

REAR CONSOLE VIEW

BALL TRAY
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The Sapphire console is incredibly easy to program, and because it was specifically designed to 
accommodate our exclusive C MAX® game pattern building block technique, creating complex 
game patterns is simple and effortless. If that's not enough, the Sapphire bingo console features 
a built-in  ball timer to keep the game caller on pace.

›   Reliable & dependable

›   Works with most flashboards

›   Wild number capability

›   Optional random number generator

›   Bronze marbled laminate cabinet

›   Game pattern display

› Simple & easy to operate

SAPPHIRE™ BINGO CONSOLE

SAPPHIRE BINGO CONSOLE
ITEM NO. BKCEV1

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

38" 51 " 24" 225

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 56 ½" 30" 265

BINGO EQUIPMENT

GEMSTONE™ BINGO SYSTEM

GEMSTONE BINGO SYSTEM (BLOWER & STAND)
ITEM NO. BK1404

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

39" 22" 22" 68

PACKED DIMENSIONS

Packed as two separate boxes: ITEM NOs. BK1260 & BK1261

The Gemstone™ Tabletop Bingo System is preferred by so many game 
operators because of its compact & lightweight design. The Gemstone's 
portability makes it easy and convenient to set up, use and store!

›   Great for areas with limited space

›   Ideal for small, informal settings such 
as recreational facilities

›   Large wraparound display window 
for increased visibility

›   No flashboard required

›   Blower can operate as a tabletop model 
when used independently, or as a floor 
model if used with the optional locking 
stand, equipped with non-skid casters

GEMSTONE BINGO BLOWER
ITEM NO. BK1260

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

30 ½" 51  ½" 32" 240

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 55" 40" 308

GEMSTONE BLOWER STAND
ITEM NO. BK1261

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

30 ½" 51  ½" 32" 240

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

45" 55" 40" 308

The most popular bingo console in the Bingo King Crown Collection!

The wraparound ball 
chamber is encased in 
glass and illuminates so 
players can get a great 
view of all the action!

The easy-to-read, 19" flat screen LCD monitor 
features built-in verification for all Bingo King 
paper series, including Bonanza Bingo®! 

Rear view
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FLASHBOARDS

BINGO EQUIPMENT

Enhance the thrill of the game of bingo with Bingo King's  contemporary 
flashboards, now available with a brighter, whiter LED lighting option! 
With unique features, the latest technology and the largest variety in 
the industry, our bingo flashboards will meet the needs of any game!

STANDARD 
MODELS
Choose from Dollar Value, 
Game Indicator and 
Numbers Only models 
available with 4" numbers.

SPECIAL ORDER 
MODELS 
All of our flashboard 
models are available with 
2" and 8" numbers as a 
custom build option.

SIMPLE 
OPERATION
User-friendly operation 
makes BK flashboards the 
preferred choice among 
game operators everywhere.

NEW LED 
LIGHTING OPTION
With our contemporary style 
and new LED lighting option, 
Bingo King flashboards easily 
outshine the competition.

 CONVENIENCE 
& PORTABILITY
Sliding acrylic panels allow 
for easy service. Recessed 
handles allow for easy 
transport and installation.

DURABILITY 
& RELIABILITY
All of our flashboards have 
a long lasting, high quality 
paint finish and built-in 
eyebolts for easy hanging.

Our three different flashboard models, available in a variety of number 
sizes, will accommodate bingo halls large or small. Game operators can 
choose from our readily available standard 4" flashboard models, or opt 
for one of our custom build options, available with 2" or 8" tall numbers.
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DOLLAR VALUE
The Dollar Value flashboard includes all the features of our Numbers Only and Game Indicator 
flashboards, plus built-in displays for dollar value prize payouts and the last number called.

GAME INDICATOR
In additional to flashing the last number called, the Game Indicator flashboard displays game 
patterns and the game number or total number of balls called.

NUMBERS ONLY
The Numbers Only flashboard makes it easy for players to identify what to play by flashing the 
last number called. Sliding front acrylic panels provide easy access for service.

BONANZA BINGO
Bingo King's 4" Bonanza® flashboard has a distinctive blue acrylic, high-contrast background, 
and is specifically designed to be played with our Bonanza bingo paper. 

Already have one of Bingo King's 
4" flashboard models? We offer 
the Bonanza acrylic panels as an 
add-on to your existing unit.

BONANZA ACRYLIC PANELS 
ITEM NOs. 41831 & 41832

FLASHBOARDS

4" DOLLAR VALUE 
FLASHBOARD

ITEM NO. BK45953

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

29" 140 ¾ " 6" 137

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

34 ½" 146" 10 ½" 174

4" GAME INDICATOR 
FLASHBOARD

ITEM NO. BK45952

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

29" 111 ½ " 6" 98

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

34 ½" 121" 10 ½" 127

4" NUMBERS ONLY 
FLASHBOARD

ITEM NO. BK45954

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

29" 93 ½ " 6" 84

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

34 ½" 100 ½" 10 ½" 110

4" BONANZA BINGO 
FLASHBOARD

ITEM NO. BK45954BL

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

29" 93 ½ " 6" 84

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

34 ½" 100 ½" 10 ½" 110

BINGO EQUIPMENT
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FLASHBOARD LED LIGHTING OPTION

Give your players that wow  factor in your hall! Don't wait until someone 
asks you why your flashboard doesn't light up "like all of the others"!

Bingo King's new LED lighting option gives 
flashboards a brighter & newer appearance, 
making them easier to read — your players 
will notice the difference immediately! Plus, 
you'll save money with the longer lifespan & 
lower power consumption of the LED bulbs. LED LIGHTING STANDARD LIGHTING

FLASHBOARD LIGHTING COMPARISON

BULB
TYPE

LIFE
EXPECTANCY WATTAGE AMPERAGE

LED Bulb
(optional) 30,000 hours .56 watts .020 amps

1820 Bulb
(standard) 1,000 hours 2.8 watts .10 amps

LED BULBS  ITEM NO. 41313

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

12" 8" 18" 2

LED BULBS ARE
PACKED 100/CASE

FLASHBOARDS
FLASHBOARD STANDS

Raise your flashboards an additional 77 ½" 
with Bingo King's upright flashboard stands, 
constructed of heavy-gauge steel to ensure 
stability for large flashboards. Locking ball 
bearing style wheels make your flashboard 
easy to move, lock in place and store.

DOUBLE UPRIGHT STAND
Designed for our 4" Numbers Only & Game 
Indicator flashboards, with two uprights that 
are 62" apart from each other.

TRIPLE UPRIGHT STAND
For use with any of BK / TPI's 4" flashboards. 
Three uprights are 62" apart, providing a 
total width of 125" for extra support.

BINGO EQUIPMENT

DOUBLE UPRIGHT
FLASHBOARD STAND

ITEM NO. 45250

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

80 ½" 25 ½" 2 ½" 35

TRIPLE UPRIGHT
FLASHBOARD STAND

ITEM NO. 45255

PACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

80 ½" 25 ½" 2 ½" 65

EQUIPMENT COVERS

BINGO EQUIPMENT ITEM NO.

Game Indicator Flashboard Stand Mount 40615

Game Indicator Flashboard Wall Mount 40620

Diamond™ Bingo Console HH1400-CVR

Sapphire™ Bingo Console HH857

EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES

EQUIPMENT COVERS

Extend the life of your Bingo King equipment 
with the durable, water-resistant protection 
of our custom designed Naugahyde covers.
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TRU-MAX™ BINGO BALLS

SAMSON® BINGO BALLS BINGO BALLS

DESCRIPTION ITEM NO.

Samson Multicolor; Set of 75 BK45013

Tru-Max Multicolor; Set of 75 HH644

Tru-Max White; Set of 75 HH820

Bingo balls are arguably the most important part of any bingo game. 
They're the focus of everybody's attention. They determine who gets 
lucky and who goes home empty handed. Such a vital part of the game 
shouldn't be taken lightly. Bingo King's Samson & Tru-Max bingo balls 
are universally acclaimed for durability, integrity and size consistency.

With a long lasting, protective & anti-static 
clear coat, our double numbered Tru - Max 
bingo balls are the preferred bingo balls for 
the Diamond™ bingo console!

FEATURES SAMSON TRU-MAX

Consecutively lettered and 
numbered B1 to O75

Assorted ball colors
to assist caller

Bold colors & large numbers for 
vivid TV & monitor reproduction

Numbers printed on inside 
of ball to avoid wear -

Long lasting, protective,
anti-static clear coat -

Two sets of letters and
numbers on each ball -

Color coded by letter
(see below)

Sets packaged with separate 
compartments for protection

Our renowned, high quality Samson bingo 
balls are produced through a sophisticated 
process that guarantees every ball meets 
regulatory standards for size and weight.

BINGO BALLS

BINGO EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES

FLASHBOARD OUTPUT ADAPTER

For use with Game Indicator & Dollar Value flashboards, 
Bingo King's Flashboard Output Adapter converts one 
input signal into four separate amplified output signals. 
If one flashboard output should fail, the other outputs 
will remain operational. 

BINGO DATA CONVERTER

Bingo King's Bingo Data Converter is a state-of-the-art 
systems conversion and testing tool. The data converter 
allows for non-compatible bingo systems to work with 
each other. Most systems can be upgraded or added to 
without changing existing flashboards.

DIGITAL GAME PACER 

The Digital Game Pacer provides the perfect solution for 
calling your bingo game at just the right speed. The unit 
features a large countdown LED display, a 1 - 99 second 
adjustable timer and an audible "beep" to pace your game. 
This device is powered by a 120-volt pack.

These packages may 
vary in size and weight. 
Contact your distributor 
for more information.

FLASHBOARD ADAPTER
ITEM NO. 461770

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

17⁄8" 4  3 ⁄8" 4  3 ⁄8" 1½

BINGO DATA CONVERTER
ITEM NO. 46167

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

2½" 5¼" 4 ¾" 2

DIGITAL GAME PACER
ITEM NO. 46180

UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS

4 ¾" 5¼" 2½" 5¼

BALL COLOR CODING BY LETTER
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NOTES

EQUIPMENT MANUALS

BINGO EQUIPMENT ITEM NO.

Flashboards BKFBV1-MNL

King's Crown™ Ticket Dispenser BK68300

Diamond™ Bingo Console BK1400-MNL

Sapphire™ Bingo Console BKCEV1-MNL

Gemstone™ Bingo Console BK1260-MNL

EQUIPMENT MANUALS

BINGO EQUIPMENT

For your convenience, equipment manuals are provided as a 
free download, available on our website at bingoking.com

At Bingo King, we continue to focus on providing you with the best 
resources to complement our extensive product lines. Our equipment 
manuals are designed to assist you with installations and guide you 
through setup, operation and troubleshooting.

LEGAL NOTICE 
This catalog is provided by Bingo King / Trade Products ("BK /  TPI") and is intended for informational purposes only and may contain inaccuracies and typographical errors. 
BK /  TPI does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the materials or the reliability of any advice, opinion, statement or other information contained in this catalog.

The laws that determine the legality of some products are changing constantly. It is the responsibility of the buyer to determine which products are legal in any given area.

 © 2015 Bingo King / Trade Products

http://www.bingoking.com
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